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The Messenger - September 2020

Opening the Church – Hurrah! Hurrah!
Subject to no last-minute restrictions, we plan to restart our church services on Sunday 13th September.
We had hoped to start the week before, with Crawford taking our 3pm service, but he is at present on
extended leave. We are very pleased that the Rev John Allison, the retired Circuit Superintendent in
Colchester before we moved to the Tendring Circuit, will be leading our worship. His wife, Jane, has
regularly taken our services. If you feel able and would like to come to church please do join us. It will
be fairly informal and last 30-45 minutes. Sadly, we are not allowed to sing and everyone must wear a
mask – if you forget, we have spares. The church has been thoroughly cleaned and prepared according
to all the regulations and risk assessments, so we are fully Covid-19 compliant. A plate for offerings will
be placed on the vestibule table instead of a bag being passed round. We look forward to welcoming
warmly our church family and anyone who would like to come, after the trials of these last six months,
can be assured of a friendly welcome. Details will be taken on arrival for Track & Trace purposes.
‘Let us give thanks to God, who sees possibility beyond tragedy, who speaks
into places of distress, and who offers life from a cross’. Revd John Procter
On Sunday 20th September, at 10.30, Deacon Janet Jenkins will take our service and on Sunday 27th at
10.30 the Rev Chris Preece will lead our worship, which will include Communion – duly distanced.

SUNDRIES
Beacon of Hope
After receiving the Beacon of Hope Newsletter from the Congo (reproduced further on) and
circulating it for prayer, your Stewards and Treasurer felt that our church should respond by sending a
donation to help in the very difficult situation they are facing in their work in the Congo. Maybe we
can’t afford it but we can’t afford not to! Some individual donations were also sent. Anyone wishing
to do the same can send a cheque to Phil Bingham, 10 Feedhams Close, Wivenhoe, Colchester CO7
9ZZ, who has the Wivenhoe Methodist Church accounts for Bagamba and Beacon of Hope, enabling
money to go straight through to his bank.
News just received from Benage via Phil: “Bagamba said the world is no longer good as for us is the
massacres of my community the war, the covid19 pandemic, just make Bagamba so sad. For me I was
very sick, I have never been sick like that for the entire of my life. Almost one month and 10 days. I
think I had covid19 as there is no test, we don't know exactly what I was suffering from. So many
people are suffering from the same kind of sickness, those who are over 60 years are dying so I always
try to stay home just market to buy food. Amooti is busy trying to study for state exam, which be in 3
weeks. Please remember him in your prayers. That is all for now.”

SAT7
The July/September News & Prayer booklet tells of how the more than 100 Christians working in Sat-7
production studios in Cyprus, UK, Lebanon, Turkey and Egypt have continued working, many in the
studios, abiding by local regulations. Some are filming all live content from home and expert guests
have been able to take part, through video calls. New programmes have been devised to meet lockdown
needs, fears that the pandemic might weaken viewers’ faith have found the opposite to be true. Many are
turning to God and all are appreciating the specific programmes being received, with very many more
people watching, including more men, now free in the day. How wonderful to hear such good news in
these difficult times for them! Let us pray for everyone concerned, both making and viewing them.
And everything I’ve taught you is so that the peace which is in me will be in
you and will give you great confidence as you rest in me. For in this
unbelieving world you will experience trouble and sorrows, but you must be
courageous, for I have conquered the world!
(The Passion Translation)

A Letter from the Circuit Superintendent
Dear Friends
Once a year I become an avid snooker fan. I’ve played and watched snooker since I was a
child. As a sixth former and university student returning home for the holidays my mates
and I would quite regularly head to the snooker club rather than the pub. (At university
itself I’ll admit pool was the usual table-top game when hanging out with friends – with
drink rather precariously, and naughtily, balanced on the edge of the table!) Still today I’ll
happily pick up a cue and play, should the occasion arise. Yet I admit it is not a sport I pay
attention on an almost daily basis, unlike cricket and rugby or the American sports I
enjoyed even before I lived and studied in the US.
However, once a year the World Championship arrives on the schedules of the BBC. Every
year one or two unfamiliar faces appear because I haven’t kept up-to-date with other
events. Nonetheless the game remains the same – including the incredible skills that the
players demonstrate not just in terms of cue action, but also an ability in geometry and
maths. A little later in the year than usual, I am once again the avid fan – writing this as I
watch the final between Ronnie O’Sullivan and Kyren Wilson, after their phenomenal
semi-finals.
Like the best chess players, part of what makes snooker players truly great is that in any
particular situation they are thinking in multiple steps. That’s why they frequently walk
around the table – not just to work on the angles for their current shot, but gaining a better
picture of where all the balls are so that they know what they need to do with the cue ball
in order to be in the right place for the shot they’ll take in 5 or 6 balls time. Players who,
like John Higgins did this World Championship, score breaks of 147 do so by being able to
both plan ahead and live in the moment. You have to know what you need to do in 5 shots
time, while also having the presence of mind to focus on the current pot – plenty of players
end up making a lower score because they’re so focussed on getting cue ball position they
lose focus on potting the ball in front of them.
As restrictions continue to ease slightly, and as more churches make their plans for next
steps, whatever they may be, we as a Circuit face a similar challenge. We have to be able
to focus on what’s happening now, supporting people in a variety of challenging situations,
while also recognising that what we do now has an impact on what we may be able to do in
the future. This year would have been a year of exploring and facing change no matter
what else was going on. As it is, we are both attempting to plan for a high break while at
the same time focusing on a tricky black.
Thankfully, however, unlike snooker players we are not alone. We are accompanied in all
things by God. It is not our own skills that we ultimately trust in but God’s grace. It is not a
world championship we’re aiming for, but God’s Kingdom. And, with God, all things are
possible – though maybe not me scoring 147 at the Crucible!
Shalom,
Tom Osborne

VJ DAY, THE END OF WORLD WAR 2
As I was sitting at the War Memorial remembering the war with Japan it brought back memories of my
two brothers-in-law. Maurice, my husband’s brother, and my sister’s husband Ron both served in
Burma throughout the war in the Far East.
Maurice arrived home from Burma directly to Huddersfield, with nothing except what he stood up in.
The only women he could talk to on his return were his mother and me, although even then only a little.
He once said that in the jungle at night the Japanese would play recorded noises of wild animals and
other frightening sounds which sounded terrifying.
Ron said during one battle he lost all sense of colour. Everything was shades of grey, though colours
returned afterwards. When he was in hospital with malaria the Japs came to the front of it and he
jumped out of a window at the back, managing to escape being taken prisoner. Even after being
married for years and with a daughter, she told me she once walked into his bedroom and he screamed
with fright, not immediately recognising her.
It affected both their lives but they both still managed to have a happy marriage and family,
I am sure many others at the memorial service had similar thoughts.
Muriel Cryer.
In August 1945 I was no longer on front line squadron duty but working at the Royal Naval Air Station
at Ronaldsway (an apt name for me, don’t you think?) on the Isle of Man. We were engaged in training
squadrons for duty in the Far East. This obviously came to a halt when the Japanese finally surrendered
on the fifteenth of that month.
There were no exceptional celebrations, but rather a sense of relief as we thought of our fellow
shipmates who were serving in the British Pacific Fleet and of the so-called forgotten 14th Army
fighting in Burma. All were thousands of miles away from home and suffering, at times, unspeakable
horrors and cruelty.
75 years later I attended the British Legion Service of Remembrance at our War Memorial, taken by the
Chaplain, Caroline Beckett.
I am proud to be a “Native” of this wonderful old town of Brightlingsea and, as I turned into the main
street and saw the large gathering ahead of me, I was, once again, reminded of how our inhabitants
always turn out to “Remember”.
There they were from all walks of life, grouped together round the War Memorial, socially distanced to
conform with the current pandemic regulations. Nothing was going to stop them paying their respects,
least of all Covid 19!
The service was, as always, poignant and moving. Wreaths were laid, standards dipped for the
“Silence” and prayers said for God’s peace to prevail and wars should be no more.
There are very few of us left who served in the Second World War and who can remember. Looking
round it was so wonderful to see that others are following in our footsteps to maintain remembrance of
VJ Day. The sacrifice of those who died and suffered will not be forgotten. “This is “our hope for
years to come”. Remember those words? Yes, from that old hymn, “O God, our help in ages past”,
which we sang at the service.
God’s blessings to all my townsfolk who share VJ Day with me.
Ron Underwood

ESSEX GIRLS AND BOYS’ QUIZ & SCAM
Essex Girls
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

She may have a Dutch sounding surname, but this Basildon girl is all Essex
She ‘spooked’ a few people as Erin Watts, then entranced Sherlock as the mysterious Irene Adler
Although her surname suggests wisdom, it was her voice that shot her to stardom.
Her husband was a Small Face who became a Stone, and she impressed Brendon, too
She has lived in a van and an abbey
She towers over her knighted Scottish sounding husband
She was chubby as Alf, but is now almost unrecognisable in her new slim form
She came from nowhere to win Strictly – and won Artem’s heart
From Prime Suspect to The Queen, this Russian doll has many layers
The 1992 Olympics saw her speed to victory, and later an OBE

Essex Boys
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Being Human launched his career
He may sound Irish, but he attended Colchester Sixth Form College before finding his X Factor
He finds people’s Tipping Point
He found that ‘Any Dream will do’ when he won that famous coat
He exposes those Cowboy Builders – Get him!
Left? Right? Or something in between?
Harry’s ginger mate
He likes to get naked when he cooks
His audition rendition of Very Superstitious started his career
He rocks a frock in his alternative personae of Claire
ANSWERS ON ‘SAD CIRCUIT NEWS’ PAGE.

A New Telephone Scam just reported (an email from Helpful Books Ltd)

This is trying to get round the new payment card security rules online.
Recently, if you buy online when you’re using a credit or debit card to pay for something on a website
new to you, and the price is over a certain limit, you will be asked to confirm that it really is you by
typing in a code sent to your phone, which will help stop a lot of online card fraud. Stealing your card
details is not enough now. BUT some clever scammers have tried to get round it. Now the scammer
has to know your card details and your phone number and the easiest way for them to get that is to
hack into an online account where you have stored it, or to put a bit of malware on your device that
steals the information as you type it in. The best way to protect yourself from this scam is to use strong
passwords on your accounts and keep your anti-virus up to date.
Having said that, this is how the scam works. Someone calls you claiming to be from your bank’s fraud
prevention unit. They say that your account is being fraudulently used in (say) Birmingham and they
confirm the last 4 digits of your card number to prove they are genuine. (Remember, for this to work
they already need to know your card number.) They offer to cancel your card and send out a new one
for your own security. All they need you to do is to read out the security code that’s about to be sent to
your phone. The person you are talking to is actually a scammer trying make a big purchase using your
card details. The security code that is about to be sent to your phone is the one the bank sends out to
check that it’s really you. A genuine bank will never ring you out of the blue and ask you to reveal card
numbers, PIN numbers or security codes (one-time passcodes or OTPs). If someone is asking for
information that makes you feel uneasy, hang up and call the bank’s own fraud-prevention hotline. You
should be able to find the number on the back of your bankcard. Be alert!!
If you are at all unsure about a telephone call or email call one of the following for advice on how to spot
a scam and give help if required. Action Fraud: https//www.actionfraud.police.uk (actionfraud.police.uk
would probably be enough on Google or similar).
Citizens’ Advice scam helper: https//www.citizensadvice.org.uk. Don’t give passwords etc to anyone.

Prayers
Loving God, you care for every creature, for everything which holds in its core the mystery of life -every physical expression of your love, from the simplest and least self-aware,
to the most complex and complicated: each striving for wholeness, each reaching out for daily
sustenance, each longing for growth.
We pray that we might be better stewards of the world which you have granted us: that while we seek a
place and time to grow and thrive, a way of being which adds glory to your already glorious creation;
we may also make space for the needs of others, and for the nurture of even
the most disregarded of your children.
We pray for those who are blighted by poverty, and whose lives are diminished by the greed and
disregard of others.
We pray for those who are crippled by addiction and who feel shackled by the accumulation of their
own wrong choices.
We pray for those who are marginalised by racism and bigotry, fuelled by fear of difference:
and we pray for those whose outlook is warped by wealth and privilege, and who cannot see that the
lust for gain is in itself a form of shackle to the soul.
We pray for those whose lives are dedicated to the service of others; whose fulfilment is found in the
nurture and care of our children; who put their own lives at risk for the sake of your light, seen in the
eyes of strangers; for those who offer true leadership to those casting around in their lives for some
solid ground; for those who show the likeness of our friend and brother Jesus, by challenging
wrongdoing, facing up to evil, even in high places and amongst people who wield power; who remind
us that your weakness is stronger than the strength of the strongest and most powerful.
Hear our prayers for change, our pleas for nurture, and help us Lord God, in the name of your son our
Saviour, to join the company of saints who themselves became your answer to their own prayers. Amen.
David R Keeston

URC prayer from the July 15th URC Eastern Synod update
O loving God of life, God of compassion, as crisis is shaking our world, we turn to you with all our
worries; for our loved ones, for our societies, for jobs and economies, and for how the most vulnerable
among us will be affected. Transform uncertainty and fear into love and care.
Give us courage, wisdom and consolation.
Trusting in the power of the Holy spirit, we pray:
For the sick and those who are caring for them, for the researchers who are working to find
medicine and vaccine. For those who must take difficult decisions that affect man;
for international cooperation in the service of justice and peace;
for spiritual leadership that is faithful to your will.
In your mercy, help us to hold on to what is right, true and beautiful, through Jesus Christ, whom we
have come to know as our Saviour and Healer. Amen.
Archbishop Dr Antje Jackelen, Church of Sweden. World Council of Churches.

A Radio Essex Interview on July 3rd
On July 2nd in the afternoon the phone rang and a cheerful voice asked me if I would join a Chat Show
with Dave Monk to talk about the NHS celebrating 72 years since its start in 1948 and “how was
nursing in the early days compared with today?“ A mammoth task!
The next morning I was introduced at the start of the programme and I began by remInding him that in
1957, when I began general nursing training at 18 years, I was considered a minor’, the age of majority
being 21, so I was in the care of the Essex County Hospital authorities, who gave me a list of rules and
regulations. I had to learn how to wear my uniform correctly, how to fold my starched cap and how to
keep it on my head at all times with just 2 white hair clips. Black tights and flat quiet shoes were
necessary wear. We lived in the Nurses’ Home in the grounds; we were all single young women, with
single bedrooms, and needed permission to stay out late in the evenings. A few bedrooms were
downstairs and an occupant could be woken to let someone in at a late hour through their window!
Boyfriends were not allowed in the building.
After 3 months in the classroom studying bones, bandaging, forceps, bed-making, urine testing etc, we
entered the wards and faced the Ward Sisters, sometimes kind and sometimes strict. We soon learnt
about respect for senior staff - no first names - and how to keep the wards tidy. The patients were usually
lovely, helpful and encouraging to young nurses. Patients stayed in hospital for longer then, over 10 days
after major surgery, mostly spent in their beds, so we had to look after the personal care of all the
patients, male and female alike, with regular bed-baths, inspection of the skin to stop soreness, lots of
cream applied, which was a shock in those days. You just had to get on with it.
Antibiotics were given sparingly; skin care before and after surgery was treated with strict antiseptic
procedure to prevent infection when possible. Syringes were boiled and re-used. New wound dressings
were hand-rolled and sterilised before use, all prepared by tired nurses before finishing their time of
duty.
The need for extra beds was helped by neighbouring hospitals, where beds were used for convalescing
needs from patients in our acute wards. Myland Hospital, where I was sent to work on the infectious
disease ward, there were 30 young children who had polio, and had to try to walk with metal braces on
their legs. There was an Iron Lung, a metal compartment where a young lady was cared for, lying inside
it, to help her breathe. On a nearby ward, there were patients with tuberculosis - their beds were pushed
out into the fresh air during the day to help their lungs heal. They were given Streptomycin as a cure.
Black Notley Hospital took many of our orthopaedic patients. Oldchurch Romford took some of our
severe head injuries. The Military Hospital took civilian patients for surgery and maternity care.
Severalls Psychiatric Hospital used 2 wards for surgery and medical treatment. St.Mary’s Hospital had
acute care wards and convalescent relief beds. They all worked together in those days.
The clergy visited the wards regularly, and there was always a Sunday morning service. Christmas was
a special time for patients and staff and we stayed on duty all day, Needy patients were kept in over the
holiday. The wards were decorated, patients were given presents, wrapped by the night staff - socks for
the men and hankies for the ladies. The doctors came on the wards and helped and the consultants
would dress up and carve a huge turkey for patients and staff. Traditional carol-singing was always
popular. It was always a happy day.
So, yes, the early years of the NHS were at a slower pace than today, with a certain ‘innocence’, but we
soon expanded our skills and knowledge, medical breakthroughs happened, computers began to arrive,
and we were very proud of the NHS as we knew it. Today’s NHS is so different in style and attitude,
the staff work under such great pressure, with high expectations. We still feel very proud of what has
developed and what they do. Long live the NHS for another 72 years!
Rosina Fisher
PS A fellow student nurse who began her training in January 1957 alongside me was Vera Barnes, a
bright cheerful girl who came from Brightlingsea, Joyce House’s sister. Happy days!!

Mhairi’s Follow-Up from Rosina’s Article - Down Memory Lane
Andrew Phillips, as Colchester historian, also spoke, saying how hospitals pre-NHS were all voluntary,
funded by donations and fundraising. Factory owners or other better off people were benefactors, in the
days when the doctor, the vicar and the schoolmaster were looked up to as the important people in the
community. Ordinary people contributed to a panel to cover the cost of their doctors’ visits (which
could involve taking tonsils etc out on the kitchen table!) and private patients’ fees helped cover the
costs for those who couldn’t pay. Doctors would know and didn’t ask for payment for those unable to
pay. In those days everyone knew most other people locally and if Mrs Bloggs, with 6 children, had
problems all the neighbours would rally round, as would the clergy and their wives.
This was very interesting to me, my father being a GP on his own from 1932-1948, with the surgery in
the house (in those days doctors had to buy their practices and it wasn’t until 1950 that we were able to
move to a home of our own). It brought back many memories and filled in gaps as well. No-one was
left without treatment as he tended to treat the poor people for free, charging the wealthy more! The
two gypsy camps were especially appreciative of this and veg would occasionally appear on our
doorstep as payment. Also produce from farmers was sometimes brought and my sister remembers not
liking it when this was butter in the winter, as it tasted of turnips! During the war there were only two
doctors, from five, so it was very hard work and long hours, with night calls and all weekends.
Rheumatic fever as a child meant he wasn’t allowed to join up, to his deep distress. There was a
delightful locum who came when our father was unwell or away, whom we called Daddy Bentall. One
year he got badly burned from new gas fires in the private rooms at the hospital, his new plastic apron
getting caught. Another time we had 6 weeks’ holiday in the Isle of Arran, where he had spent many
holidays during his youth, after he had a breakdown. I was 6 and had my first golf lessons and my first
little fishing rod. If our mother got ill her sister came to look after us. There were morning surgeries,
9-10 and 6-7 from Monday-Friday and Saturday morning, with patients there well before and after the
set hours. We were required to be quiet and stay upstairs as the patients waited in the hall, so we
couldn’t get to the kitchen. Then he made his rounds, covering quite an area around our very large
village, also visiting patients in the local Cottage Hospital, nursing homes and the then-named lunatic
asylum in the area. He made up many of his medications in his surgery, which had a large stone sink
often with a big black spider on the edge, of which he was very fond – but I strongly disliked! He
always washed his hands between patients and on arriving and leaving his visits, consequently having
very thin skin as an old man. He did all the gynaecology, including home deliveries, and minor
operations, on kitchen tables or the hospital, which had a very awe-inspiring Matron but no medical
staff, so the two doctors covered emergencies. Every Christmas Day we went as a family and visited
all the wards, decorated with paper chains, and the doctors took it in turns to carve the turkey.
My father had two pre-war Austin Sevens, as he needed a reserve when one was in the garage opposite.
(I learnt to drive on the remaining one much later). Sometimes I was allowed to go out with him,
sitting in the car reading while he visited, usually to the private patients. He was given extra petrol as
he had to cover all the rural schools in a radius of 12 miles for inoculations. When it snowed he would
toboggan for some visits quite far down the hill and, as we lived near the top in the highest place in
Sussex, this meant walking up a long way! Our mother acted as secretary and also did the accounts for
many years and during the war worked some nights each week in the nearby telephone exchange. (We
had a live-in cook then and a young girl who came in the day to look after us when we were young.)
Wednesday was half-day so the surgery was closed, and also on Saturday afternoons. Outside daytime hours if our parents went out the telephone would be transferred to wherever they were, be it the
cinema, friends, a dance at one of the local hotels or church. At the cinema the ushers always knew
where they were sitting. If we wanted a birthday party it had to be on a Wednesday or a Saturday.
Later my two younger sisters and I had to answer the telephone and take a message if no-one was in.
Once my youngest sister kept distracting me when I was answering the ‘phone and I forgot to take the
patient’s name. I awaited my father’s return with fear and trepidation but thankfully he knew who it
would be and wasn’t cross. Most people had no telephone so they would be using a telephone box or
going to a neighbour. (I thought we never failed to take messages properly again but my sister says we
distracted her after we moved and she likewise failed to get the name!)

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT
Living where we do, we have the privilege of living near the sea and for some of us it is closer than
it is for others! Recently, when I was walking along the beach as I walked back up the steps to walk
in front of the beach huts, I saw the sign: Cycle Lane. Look both ways with arrows pointing left and
right. I didn’t get knocked down by any cyclists but the ‘look both ways’ message then occupied
my mind.
At this particular time, we are now starting to look back to the plans we had made, and which may
not have happened as well as looking ahead to the ways things might be in the future. Looking both
ways seems to be much of what we are doing. Often, we are longing for the way things were in the
past but having to come to terms with the fact that the future looks different. This can be
disorientating in many ways.
A Greek philosopher, Heraclitus, said that ‘change is the only constant in life.’ Given the ever
changing situation, government guidelines, travel quarantine advice and everything else this is
probably exactly how we feel. Yet God is constant in all things, his nature is consistent, and we
know that whether we are looking into the past or on into the future that God is an everlasting
presence. And this should bring us comfort and peace.
Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today and forever. God’s eternal nature is an ongoing reminder
that in whatever we face God is there guiding us through the Holy Spirit. Wherever we are and
whatever we are facing we have the privilege of prayer where we can turn to God and share all that
we are feeling. We may be longing for all that we had and which is currently not possible or we may
be longing for change that isn’t happening soon enough. Wherever we are on that spectrum God is
there and will lead us through.
As we stand in the present it can be a difficult place to be as we look back and are encouraged to
look forward too. However we’re feeling, let’s turn to God knowing that he will help us all to find a
way through. In practical terms change may well feel to be the only constant at the moment but we
can rely on God’s steadfast love and promises to guide us in all that there is to come.
Chris Preece

JUST A SMILE
A Sunday school teacher was discussing the Ten Commandments with her five and six-year-olds.
After explaining the commandment to ‘honour your father and your mother’, she asked, ‘Is there a
commandment that teaches us how to treat our brothers and sisters?’ Without missing a beat, one
boy (the oldest of a family of seven) answered, ‘Thou shalt not kill.’
From ‘A Box of Delights’, compiled by J John and Mark Stibbe, Monarch Books.

A Prayer
Before going to sleep: ‘God our Father, by whose mercy the world turns safely into darkness and
returns again to light, we place in your hands our unfinished tasks, our unsolved problems and our
unfulfilled hopes, knowing that only what you bless will prosper. To your love and protection we
commit each other and all those we love, knowing that you alone are our sure defender, through
Jesus Christ our Lord.’ Church of South India (from Church of England Coronavirus Prayers.)

Sad Circuit News
Extract from Trinity Steward Di Bignell’s letter in the July
‘Upmarket’ community magazine in Elmstead
“This is the hardest newsletter I have ever had to send to Upmarket, since I started writing for Trinity.
After a lot of soul searching, we have decided that we have no choice but to close our little chapel. This
year should have been one of celebration, as we officially opened our new building 20 years ago. Had
things been different, we would have postponed our celebrations until next year, when the building
‘came of age.’ However, we have been struggling financially for the past couple of years, just about
keeping our heads above water in order to pay our bills. We cannot blame the current crisis for our
decision, but it certainly hasn’t helped as we have had to close our doors to our Pilates and Judo classes,
and put on hold all of the craft mornings and other sales that have helped us for so long.
We DO hope to have some sort of service before we finally close our doors, so please watch this space,
and please do email me your memories of our church, as I would like to put together a potted history of
Trinity in a future edition of Upmarket.
We ask for your prayers and thoughts as we begin a journey we really don’t want to be on.
Di Bignell, (07776105895: aidemlearning@gmail.com)”
(This news came just after our last edition. We have written as a church and as individuals and
expressing our great sadness and our appreciation of their church, as fellow members in both the
Colchester and Tendring Circuits, and assuring them of our prayers and concern for them and have
received appreciative replies. Please pray and continue to hold them in your prayers.)

News from Bradfield
Part of the email Chris Preece sent to all Church Stewards on August 5th, during Tom’s holiday:“It is with sadness that I write to let you know that Bradfield Methodist Church Council have voted to
seek permission to cease to meet for worship and close as a local church. …… This is not an easy time
for the church and I am sure that you will join with me by holding them in your thoughts and prayers in
the coming days and weeks.”
(We have sent our sympathy and prayers in a card and in correspondence. We were sad to hear that the
decision came about principally as they could not find a Treasurer, and also only eight members left, all
over 70. There is great sadness in the village about the closure (over 100 social media posts) as the hall
has never been busier. God plans to use them in new ways in the village. Our concern and prayers go
out to all the Bradfield folk. Please pray for them now and in the future.)

News about Wix
Just as the Messenger was being finished news came in from the Circuit that the Methodist Community
Church at Wix has voted to seek permission to close, subject to Circuit and District processes. This is
very sad news and we pray for them at this difficult time and have sent a card and our sincerest sympathy.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ANSWERS TO ESSEX GIRLS & BOYS QUIZ
GIRLS 1. Denise Van Outen 2. Lara Pulver 3. Stacey Solomon 4. Jo Wood 5. Maggie Smith
6. Penny Lancaster 7. Alison Moyet 8. Kara Tointon 9. Helen Mirren 10. Sally Gunnell
BOYS 1. Russell Tovey, Billericay
2. Dermot O’Leary, Colchester
3. Ben Sheppard, Epping
4. Lee Mead, Southend-on-Sea 5. Dominic Littlewood, Southend-on-Sea 6. Joe Thomas, Chelmsford
7. Rupert Grint, Harlow 8. Jamie Oliver, Clavering 9. Olly Murs, Witham 10. Grayson Perry,
Chelmsford

The United Reformed Church in Chapel
The Minister writes ….
“The phrase ‘social distancing’ is a recent addition to our vocabulary that has become all too
familiar in recent months. It is shorthand, as we all know, for the practical physical precautions
that we all need to take in order to protect ourselves and others during the coronavirus pandemic. It
is an effective way of limiting the spread of the virus, and keeping as many as possible as safe as
possible.
But ‘social distancing’ as an expression is one that we perhaps need to use very carefully, if at all.
Language is the way we express our thoughts and feelings, and the very last thing we need at this
time is a mindset of social isolation. Certainly there must be physical distancing, but we can be
close in other ways. For every hand we can’t shake there may be a ‘phone call we can make; for
every contact we must avoid there may be a word of kindness or concern; over every metre that is
between us there may be an invisible bridge of companionship.
Over the last three months, churches and other communities have had to seek new ways of
maintaining their social cohesion in the face of physical distancing. Often these efforts have
involved the use of communications technology to bring people together and maintain their
community spirit.
It has been challenging, but necessary, for we must not allow distancing to become isolation, nor
the bonds of faith or common purpose to weaken and break. We seek new ways of fulfilling the
commandment of Jesus to ’love one another: just as I have loved you, you also are to love one
another’.
Let’s stay safe. And let’s draw one another closer in ways that we’ve never done before.”
Ken Forbes

‘Good News’ story resulting from ‘Lockdown’
Organ Restoration Appeal surpasses Target
Chappel URC launched its £10k target in May 2019 to restore its historic pipe organ. In June this
year, £11,600 has been donated, and after Gift Aid is claimed the total will be £12,500. We are
grateful to all who have contributed. The estimated cost of the work is £14,200.
(June/July Newssheet)
The restoration work on the organ started, two years before initially planned as the self-employed
restorer requested bringing the scheduled work forward in view of the impending ‘lockdown’ of his
regular work of organ tuning and maintenance, mainly in Anglican churches. As a result, the
restoration is now complete and hymns will be played (but not sung) on it for their opening Harvest
Festival service on Sunday evening, 20th September.
(August/September Newssheet)
The Organ Restoration is a remarkable achievement; the total cost of the restoration finally
amounted to £14,735.00 and is being entirely met by donations to the Organ Appeal Fund
(including ‘Gift Aid’), a generous legacy and two small grants. (Statement from the Chappel
Newssheet Editor.)
(All the above with permission)

Early Horticultural Society Shows
August Bank Holiday Mondays have been the day of the Brightlingsea & District Horticultural
Show from time immemorial (reports seem give it as 1892 and 1898!) and, in the unavoidable
absence of the Show this year, now known as the Horticultural Town Show, it seemed a good
time to look back at its origins and early days.
An issue of the Parish Magazine in 1911 (which may well not have been called The Native
then) says that the Show was formed in 1898 as the Brightlingsea Horticulture and Cottage
Gardeners Association and was on the recreation ground until 1914. The Cottage Gardeners
part of the title was dropped before 1911. The early Shows had all the current classes (except,
I imagine, photography) and also poultry, pigeons, rabbits and small farm animals plus some
farm machinery. It must have been very impressive for the small town Brightlingsea then was.
After the war there were several years without a Show, apparently partly due to the state of the
recreation ground after its use by the Australian and New Zealand troops and also to many lads
lost during the war. John Smith, in his 90s, thinks that it was held on or by the allotments
behind the late Park Hotel, at the top of Upper Park Road in the late ‘20s, due to the local
farmers’ efforts, then was briefly back to the recreation ground. It was not held during the
Second World War but after it and in the ‘50s it was held behind the Promenade by the boating
lake, with marquees parallel to it, before moving to Hurst Green, where it remained for many
years, as most people will remember, in the large marquee and some side shows by Alan
Salmon Junior and Reg Griggs and others.
The Horticultural Society held a Spring Show for vegetables and flowers in the YMCA Hall
for many years in early July, into the ‘70s at least, which was very popular and was notable for
Marion Clifford’s magnificent roses, admired all summer in her garden, with their protective
hats on. Sadly, nowadays there are few entries for roses, since the August Bank Holiday
moved from the first Monday to the last, and most roses are past their best then.
Before the expansion of the town and the great increase in the societies and organisations that
make Brightlingsea a town of such diverse and popular activities nowadays, the Horticultural
Society had a lively social side, including Sunday afternoon outings to gardens over quite a
wide area, organized for many years by Linda Field, with profits given to the Red Cross or St
John Ambulance. Alas, the cost of hiring coaches and falling numbers meant these stopped
earlier this century.
The still very popular Dog Show was started by Margot Lee-Meade and Anne HandscombeEdge, who ran it for many years, finally passing the baton on to Dim Girling, who still runs it.
After the 1999 Show there was a crisis, as John Clifford, the Chairman, and his very
supportive wife Marion were killed in a coach crash in South Africa the following month.
However, people rallied and the Show goes on - or hopefully will in 2021.
Mhairi Kimmitt
(Much of this came from the U3A booklet ‘Fun, Food, Flowers and Ambulances, Stories of
Brightlingsea Volunteers, in the series of ‘Memories gathered by the Reminiscences Group of
Brightlingsea U3A, on sale in Spirals. They will be on display at the Museum when it opens.)
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Dear brothers and sisters in the Lord
Warm greetings from Bunia, how have you been? I am sorry that I have not written to you personally for
quite a while. I have been having some health issues and Banage took over communication duties from me.
She has been communicating mainly with Phil and Betty. We are so grateful to the Lord that though I wasn’t
able to get a conclusive diagnosis in Kampala and we cannot travel to Kenya for further medical tests, God
is on our side and sometimes we even forget about the symptoms (it does get better sometimes) and just get
on serving the Lord.
As you have probably heard from the international media, since 2017 eastern Congo has been going through
series of disasters and troubles. First the Ebola epidemics broke and reached our town for the very first time
since it was discovered in the 1970s. It killed over 2000 people. Praise the Lord it has been declared over
since 5 days.
Then an ethnic militia came out in October 2017. They have killed over 10.000 people from neighboring
ethnic communities. I am not sure whether this count includes soldiers and policemen. It is so difficult for
law enforcement apparatus to fight armed people in civilian clothing mingling within their communities and
coming out massive number to chop people from other ethnic groups into small pieces. Over a million of
people have been displaced. Most of them are in areas without road networks. As a result, no humanitarian
and medical assistance has ever come to them. Children are dying like flies… amid all this the Lord has
given us the grace helping in whatever way we can.
As the rest of the world, Congo is faced with Covid-19 pandemic too. Officially the number of positive
cases is approaching 6000. However, nobody can really tell since testing equipment are available only a few
cities. Our town got one just a week ago. The ban on international travels is is making life extremely hard in
our part of the country since we generally depend on manufactured goods from Uganda. Prices have gone up
so much, including medication. In our town itself we have had less than 10 confirmed cases. Banage
generally travel to Kampala once a month to visit Maziga and Akiiki. Since time they have not received any
visit since 3 months. Please pray that peace and some arrangements of travel ban in the region so that
Banage can visit the girls in Kampala.
Advocating for the vulnerable
Congo is said to have one the highest number of internally displaced people in the world, only second to
Syria. The sheer number of the people who need help and the chaos within the camps are very challenging
for the humanitarian community. The chaos disfavours the weak, the sick and the illiterate; among whom

orphans and widows are the prime victims. Since we learned about the issue we are identifying those who
need extra help so that to understand how food distribution works. While we wait for a response from the
humanitarian community, by God’s grace we have been looking after a number of widows who aren’t
getting any food ration. On June 28, we distributed food ration for 40 widows. A number of them had not
eaten for more than 24 hours.
Some women were too weak even to lift up their food ration of about 12 kilos of cassava flour and 8 kilos of
beans. Banage and I emptied our pockets to help those widows to take taxi take back to the camp.
Before sharing food we had an encouragement for them from the Word of God. Please pray that God’s
promises of protection would materialise for them. Also pray that the DR Congo government would succeed
in eradicating the militia and bring peace for everyone.
Building capacity within churches and Christian NGOs
Some organisations have the resources and the man power to help displaced people but do not have
sufficient local knowledge the know-how as to how to intervene. A Christian NGO called upon us to equip
church workers so that they can help their respective churches to create safe haven for vulnerable people
within the church and local communities. We are glad the trainees were very eager to learn and are asking
more training. Please that we may offer appropriate support a follow-up training when needed.

The Bagamba family news

The closing of international borders has divided our family into two: Akiiki and Maziga are stuck in
Kampala while the rest of the family is in Bunia. The girls in Kampala are so frustrated that they have been
sitting home in isolation from the rest of family since March 2020. Unfortunately, 3 other girls with whom
they were sharing the house left for Congo a week ago, thus forcing them to terminate tenancy for our
family could no longer afford to pay the rent on our own. They now have to seek a place to stay temporarily
while looking for a flat we can afford. Maziga is very concerned for she was to obtain her bachelor degree
this year in August. She is so sad this won’t happen. Amooti is to sit for the end of secondary education
exam this year. In an ordinary time he would have started exams already but no date for the exams has been
announced, neither have they finished the curriculum. However, Amooti does not seem to care much.
Tusiime is doing well though she is tired of staying at home. She is using her time in confinement to learn
how to read English. We are surprised how well she doing learning on her own. She wishes to go back to
school very soon. Please pray that Akiiki and Maziga would soon find a place to stay. Also pray for Amooti,
he seems to have lost motivation and is not preparing well for the exams.
Upcoming activity
When the international travel opens our friends from the US will come to help us train Sunday school
teachers in to how to help children deal with trauma. As I mentioned earlier, a thousands of children have
witnessed violence and some have been in the camps for slightly more than 3 years. We hope that they can
lead to forgive and live an ordinary life. Please pray that Mr Tim Friesen would get visa for Congo when
needed.
We are praying for all of you as we hear about your challenges, particularly health issues. We hope that the
Lord will intervene in everyone’s case and bring healing. God bless you all.
In Him.
Bagamba B. Araali

Prayers sent from Clergy in the Circuit
Lord God, father of all, we offer our prayers today for all who have reached out for help in humility and
desperation: broken by warfare and famine, families wrenched apart by civil disorder; children separated
from families at border posts and security fences; life choices limited or non-existent through no fault of
their own.
Help us, who have been so blessed to provide from our place of privilege for the needs of those who, though
strangers, are nonetheless our brothers and sisters.
God of all history, God of all humanity -- Hear the prayers of our hearts for the healing of the nations.
Lord God, father of all, we offer our prayers today for all who have found their lives threatened, artificially
restricted, unjustly scarred, or taken from them by the prejudice and racism of the ignorant and the
malevolent.
We pray for the enlightenment of all your children, so that no-one need fear for their lives because of the
colour of their skin, or the faith they espouse or reject.
God of all history, God of all humanity -- Hear the prayers of our hearts for the healing of the nations.
Lord God, father of all, we pray for those who in this time of crisis have been bereaved of loved ones,
or themselves have been brought low by the effects, or side-effects, of the pandemic.
We pray for those who have put the needs of others far ahead of their own welfare; those who have risked
their own lives in the service of fellow human beings, the brothers and sisters they do not know.
We pray not only for brave and dedicated medical, nursing, and care staff, but for the scientists and
researchers, the civil servants and emergency services, who are putting their own wellbeing at risk in the
service of all their fellow human beings.
God of all history, God of all humanity, hear the prayers of our hearts for the healing of the nations. Amen.
~~~~~~~~~
Loving God, you care for every creature, for everything which holds in its core the mystery of life -every physical expression of your love, from the simplest and least self-aware, to the most complex and
complicated: each striving for wholeness, each reaching out for daily sustenance, each longing for growth.
We pray that we might be better stewards of the world which you have granted us: that while we seek a place
and time to grow and thrive, a way of being which adds glory to your already glorious creation; we may also
make space for the needs of others, and for the nurture of even the most disregarded of your children.
We pray for those who are blighted by poverty, and whose lives are diminished by the greed and disregard of
others. We pray for those who are crippled by addiction and who feel shackled by the accumulation of their
own wrong choices and we pray for those who are marginalised by racism and bigotry, fuelled by fear of
difference: and we pray for those whose outlook is warped by wealth and privilege, and who cannot see that
the lust for gain is in itself a form of shackle to the soul.
We pray for those whose lives are dedicated to the service of others; whose fulfilment is found in the nurture
and care of our children; who put their own lives at risk for the sake of your light, seen in the eyes of
strangers; for those who offer true leadership to those casting around in their lives for some solid ground;
for those who show the likeness of our friend and brother Jesus, by challenging wrongdoing, facing up to evil,
even in high places and amongst people who wield power; who remind us that your weakness is stronger than
the strength of the strongest and most powerful.
Hear our prayers for change, our pleas for nurture, and help us Lord God, in the name of your son our
Saviour, to join the company of saints who themselves became your answer to their own prayers. Amen.
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